
PIX-NDF816SDETDI
8 MP Smart Dual Illumination Active Deterrence Fixed-focal Eyeball Network Camera

8-MP 1/2.8" CMOS image sensor, low luminance, and high definition

image.

Outputs max. 8 MP (3840 × 2160)@25/30 fps.

H.265 codec, high compression rate, ultra-low bit rate. Built-in warm

light and IR LED; the max. IR illumination distance is 30 m and warm

light distance is 30 m.

ROI, SMART H.264+/H.265+, AI H.264/H.265, flexible coding,

applicable to various bandwidth and storage environments.

Rotation mode, WDR, 3D NR, HLC, BLC, digital watermarking,

applicable to various monitoring scenes.

Intelligent monitoring: Intrusion, tripwire (the two function support the

classification and accurate detection of vehicle and human).

Abnormality detection: Motion detection, privacy masking, scene

changing, audio detection, no SD card, SD card full, SD card error,

network disconnection, IP conflict, illegal access, and voltage

detection.

Alarm: 1 in, 1 out; audio: 1 in, 1 out; supports max. 256 G Micro SD

card; built-in dual MICs; 1-ch speaker; support two-way talk.

12 VDC/PoE power supply.

IP67 protection.

Sound and light alarm (red and blue lights).

SMD 4.0.

One press arming/disarming through alarm input.

Siren and Light Active Deterrence
Pixvideo siren and light active deterrence network camera supports the
light alarm and voice alarm when perimeter event occurs, to realize the
deterrence and effective intervention. The camera is built in multiple
voices for selection, and supports customized voice importing.

Smart Dual Illuminators
Pixvideo Smart Dual Illuminators technology adopts smart algorithm to
detect targets. Usually, the IR illuminator is on at night; when the target
appears in the monitoring area, the warm light is on, and the camera
records the full-color video and information of key events. That is, the
camera links snapshot and video with full-color image. When the target
is out of the monitoring area, the warm light is off and the IR illuminator
is on, which reduces light pollution efficiently.

SMD 4.0
Pixvideo Smart Motion Detection technology works with intelligent
algorithms to classify targets that trigger motion detection alarms. It
filters out objects that are not targets, such as small and large animals,
to avoid triggering false alarms. With an AI NVR, Quick Pick
technology becomes available, allowing you to easily search for and
pick out human and vehicle targets

Functions
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One-tap Disarming
Pixvideo One-tap Disarming function, which is convenient and easy for
operation, is the switch for event linkage. Customers can close and
recover event linkage through mobile App, which meets multi-
scenarios

Cyber Security
Pixvideo network cameras employ a series of security technologies,
including security authentication and authorization, access control
protocols, trusted protection, encrypted transmission and encrypted
storage. These technologies improve the camera's defense against
external cyber threats and prevent

Protection (IP67, wide voltage)
IP67: The camera passes a series of strict test on dust and soak. It has
dust-proof function, and the enclosure can work normally after soaking
in 1 m deep water for 30 minutes.
Wide voltage: The camera allows ±30% input voltage tolerance (wide
voltage range), and it is widely applied to outdoor environment with
instable voltage.
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